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Di Cook
Professor of Business Analytics 
Monash University

 https://dicook.org/

 ETC5521.Clayton-x@monash.edu

 @visnut

About your instructor
Prof Cook moved to Melbourne in Jul 2015 to start
her job at Monash

She has a PhD from Rutgers University, NJ, and a
Bachelor of Science from University of New England,
Armidale

She is a Fellow of the American Statistical
Association, elected member of the International
Statistical Insitute, an elected member of the R
Foundation and the Editor-in-Chief for the R Journal.

Her research is in data visualisation, statistical
graphics and computing, with application to sports,
ecology and bioinformatics. She likes to develop
new methodology and software.
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Michael Lydeamore
Lecturer in Statistics 
Monash University

 https://github.com/MikeLydeamore

 ETC5521.Clayton-x@monash.edu

 @MikeLydeamore

About your instructor
He moved to Melbourne in 2015 for his PhD, and has
been here ever since.

His PhD was on modelling the transmission and
control of skin sores in remote communities in
Australia.

He worked for the Victorian Department of Health in
2020 as "Modelling & Forecasting Lead", and now
provides advice to the Commonwealth Government
on COVID-19.

Spends a lot of time automating all parts of his
professional and personal life
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Brendi Ang
MBAt 2021 graduate 
Monash University

 https://github.com/brendiA

 @brendialj

About your tutor
Bachelor in Finance and Accounting from U.
Melbourne.

Passionate about data visualisation, statistical
modelling and collaborative data analysis.

Jiu-jitsu champion!
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Introduce yourself in the chat!

What was your undergraduate degree in?

What's your profession?

Where do you live?

What's your hobby?

What's one thing you want everyone  
to know (about you)?
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Help me!

You can write in the chat.

You can ask (unmute yourself).

You can raise hand from zoom under Participants.
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👋 Welcome to ETC5521 Exploratory data analysis!

Before modelling and predicting, data should �rst be explored to uncover the patterns and structures that
exist. Exploratory data analysis involves both numerical and visual techniques designed to reveal interesting

information that may be hidden in the data. However, an analyst must be cautious not to over-interpret
apparent patterns, and to properly assess the results of a data exploration.
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📅 Unit Structure

2 hour lectures  

1.5 hour face-to-face tutorial  

1.5 hour zoom tutorial  

*Attendances are recorded.*

Thu 10.00AM-12.00PM

Fri 10:00-11.30AM

Fri 2.00-3.30PM
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🎯 ETC5521 Learning Objectives

1. learn to use modern data exploration tools with real data to uncover interesting structure and
unusual observations

2. understand how to map out appropriate analyses, and to de�ne what we would expect to see in
the data

3. be able to compute null samples in order to test apparent patterns, and to interpret the results
of visual inference
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📚 Resources

 Course homepage: this is where you �nd the course materials  
(lecture slides, tutorials and tutorial solutions)

https://eda.numbat.space/
 Moodle: this is where you �nd discussion forum, zoom links, assignments and marks

https://lms.monash.edu/course/view.php?id=141370
 Flux for quizzes. Sign in with your monash email address, to be sure your marks are transferred correctly.

https://�ux.qa/U8X2J3
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💯 Assessment Part 1/3

Active engagement is expected but not assessed
Lecture and tutorial participation will contribute to this.

If you have some clashes for lecture or tutorial, there are other opportunities to show your engagement,
including:

posting in the Moodle discussion forum,

github commits (more on this later in the course),

peer reviewing (more on this later in the course), and

online submissions (see Tutorial Q3 for example).

There should be at least 3 measurable and meaningful engagement activities each week
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💯 Assessment Part 2/3

Weekly quizzes 10%
There will be a weekly quiz provided through �ux, on reading or exercises conducted during the tutorial.
These are a great chance to check your knowledge, and help you keep up with the weekly course material.  

Assignment 1, 2, 3 (25% each): through GitHub classroom
Weeks 5, 9, 12 are the due dates for these. We'll be working on a buddy system. For each assignment you will
be randomly grouped with another student, and you will work together to provide a solution. Different partner
each time. The work needs to be conducted using Github, so that your efforts on the team work will be clear.
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💯 Assessment Part 3/3

Group presentation 15%
In other classes, e.g. ETC5510 you have had the chance to build your EDA skills. This project is designed to
help you critically assess some part of a data analysis. The result will be a video presentation.
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🔶 Expectations Part 1/2

Lectures are recorded but you are expected to have either attended the lecture, or watched the recordings
fully, prior to the tutorial for the week.

Tutorials may not be recorded, and attendance is expected.

Questions related to the course should be raised at moodle ED discussion forum.

For personal or private administrative issues, the email contact is: ETC5521.Clayton-x@monash.edu

If you register after the start of the semester or if you miss a lecture/tutorial, it is your responsibility to
catch up with missed material, learn about due dates for material to be turned in, and getting assigned to
a group for team work, as necessary.

All times are given in AEST (Melbourne time).
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🔶 Expectations Part 2/2

ETC5510 is prerequisite. Some of you may have exemption (due to evidence of equivalent knowledge to
ETC5510).

It is expected that you have already basic skills at data wrangling, visualisation, simple modeling, and
comfortable with reproducible reporting using Rmarkdown.

The priority of the ETC5521 teaching team is to support you in ETC5521 material.

It's essential in this course that you have a GitHub account. It is free to register.
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GitHub Classroom
We are going to use GitHub Classroom (ETC5521: Exploratory Data Analysis 2021) to keep track of your
repos and distribute templates.

1. Start with the test assignment by clicking on the link given in Moodle before Fri 10 Aug 4:30PM and
make sure you identify yourself by connecting your name to the roster.

2. Once you have accepted it (note: some browsers do not work well with GitHub Classroom (so use Chrome or Firefox), you can �nd your repo here:
https://classroom.github.com/classrooms/110017043-etc5521-2022-classroom-133997

3. If you don't recall how to connect this repo locally, check this guide.

4. Make some small changes to your repo and make sure these changed are pushed to GitHub.
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Questions?
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